Finding yourself flooded with mentoring responsibilities?
Need to navigate between challenges of formal and informal mentoring?

Participate in the UJ Senate approved ONLINE short learning programme – July to October, with two contact sessions.

Designed for UJ staff, facilitated by experienced academic mentors and mentoring researchers in the Faculty of Education.

Join colleagues from other Faculties and at the end of the course be able to say:

“I know the essentials of mentoring roles and conversations…

“I can do mentoring in ways that grow knowledge productivity and diversity…

“I have a ‘toolbox’ of skills and artefacts to use whenever I mentor…

“I am a member of a growing group of professional mentors at UJ…”

Email gertvdw@uj.ac.za if you are interested

Please visit https://www.uj.ac.za/faculties/facultyofeducation/edupsy for more information about the course

First contact session is scheduled for July 19 at APK B310A

Deadline for applications is 6 July 2018

NB this is a 20 credit short learning programme and the fee is R4500, excluding the course book